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I. Climate and Poverty are 
intrinsically linked



Climate Change Vulnerability Index
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Adaptation capability
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Source : GAIN Index / readiness map



• Shock Waves (Steph. Hallegatte, et al., 2016) 

• price shocks that can be linked to lower agricultural 
production (cf. Russian droughts in 2010);  

• natural disasters that destroy poor people’s assets and affect 
health and education;   

• health shocks (e.g., death and illness) that are influenced by 
cli- mate and environmental conditions (like higher rainfall and 
more malaria outbreaks, or higher temperatures and more 
frequent diarrhea).  

• people may reduce investments and asset accumulation 
because of the possibility of losses and select lower-risk but 
lower-return activities—a rational strategy to avoid 
catastrophic outcomes, but one that can keep them in poverty.









Abondance des poissons 
 Atlantique nord en 1900

Christensen et al. (Fish & Fisheries, 2003) 

Abondance des poissons 
 Atlantique nord en 2000

Une mer sans poissons en 
2050?  

(Philippe Cury, Calmann-Lévy, 2008)



II. Relational Capability



RCI = Relational Capability Index 

Renouard, Giraud, Lhuillier et al. 









III. Nobody can finance the 
energy shift? 
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The four pillars of decarbonization

From The World Bank, Decarbonizing Development Report, p 32



Kaya’s equation





GDP elasticity wrt Primary Energy? Around 60%...





• New Climate Economy Report:  

• US $ 90 trillions are needed in the next 15 
years to finance green infrastructures.  

• approx. 2 trillions/year in Northern 
countries 

• approx. 4 trillions/year in Southern 
countries. 
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Money is already there

Central Banks 
 printing money

Pension Funds 
lacking 

long term investment  
opportunities

Real economy 
lacking 

infrastructure assets

A unique macro-economic opportunity
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Policy: making a low carbon economy work
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A carbon floor-price to boost the EU carbon market



IV. Changing our view on the 
BAU scenario





















Why should we focus on the link  
growth/energy?

• Kaya’s equation:

• World average 1965 - 1981: 2.38% = 1.6% + 0.78% 

• World average 1981 - 2013: 1.86% = 0.5% + 1.36% 

• Japan 2000 - 2012:  0% = 0% + 0% 



Réunion coordination climat - Pilotage des indicateurs climat

   Decoupling? 

22 janvier 2013 39



Réunion coordination climat - Pilotage des indicateurs climat

  Decoupling? (II)

22 janvier 2013 40







Peak oil? Soon? 
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Source : Carbone 4 From Historical IEA, AIE, E&L, BP ; prospective The Shift Project with Hubbert extrapolation

2012

Les autres énergies fossiles suivront avec quelques décennies de retard



Meadows (1972) has not been 
defeated (cf. Turner 2014)

Population

Pollution

Industrial Output

Food

A ce jour les projections faites dans les années 70 se confirment

Ressources



Meadows and the Energy shift
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Growth = employment ? 
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COMMONS

• Elinor Ostrom (Nobel 2009) 

• Private good: excludable and rival 
consumption.  

• Public good: Non excludable, non rival 
• Club-commodity: Non rival, excludable 
• Common: Rival, non excludable



• How to cooperate?  

• Prisoners’ dilemma 
• John Roemer (Yale): Kantian equilibrium 
• Jorgen Weibull: evolutionary game theory  
• Escape from the homo economicus fiction.



• Examples:  
• Forests 
• seeds 
• Halieutic fauna 
• Bees 
• DNDI 
• Wikipedia 
• free softwares 
• Language 
• Labour 
• Money…



• Common= A ressource  
• + community 
• + regulation.  

• Example: fisheries in Nzerekore.  
• Counter-example: Euro zone. 



• A renewed relationship to ownership 

• David Graeber: Private ownership comes 
from… slavery (Debt, the first 5000 years)  

• Usus, fructus, abusus  
• Circular economy 
• Economy of functionalities



• A ressource is not naturally a common or a 
private good.  

• Political decision 
• … which creates the community. 

• Dardot and Laval, Commun, la révolution 
du XXIème siècle.  



• What is the role of the state?  

• To organise the political, social economic 
environment so as to favour the 
emergence of commons.  

• Example: fighting against corruption. 


